Write a book review.

'Encyclopedia of Relative Theory and the History of the Sub-Atomic Particle'
By Professor B. Oring

"Boom! Crash! POP! Since the rise of the 21st century, every generation of kids and teens want the snap ending. They want to get to the point. Who? What? Where? Why? Non-Fiction is all but history, a flicker in the blinding darkness that is pop-culture and social media. Kids have the concentration of a goldfish with half a brain. So, we present to you the book that no one will read - 'Encyclopedia of Relative Theory and the History of the Sub-Atomic Particle (ERTHSAP)', by Professor Oring.

ERTHSAP is a comprehensive compendium of the most mind-numbingly, eye-droopingly, drool-inducingly boring science theories known to man. This bundle of black boards ready to be scratched by the claws of complication stretches 1000 pages in size & font. The book by the time you fall asleep.
you will still have 999 pages to go, but I don't want to spoil the never-ending, torturous ride!

O'ring's skill to use as many as possible to describe the least note-worthy achievement, helps the readers to sigh in disgust, close the cover like they were emerging from the flames of a fire and then throw the encyclopedia itself into the flames. Not only does O'ring write terribly, but he also must have filtered his writing through a thesaurus, as no 10 letter latin-sounding word is the same!

'ERTH SAP' is the book that you will give up after reading or fall asleep trying. So why, I hear you asking, would you read it? No one in their right mind would! It's boring, hard to understand and impractically convoluted... But the best writers, best scientists, best leaders - they were NEVER in their right mind...